Summary
The paper is concerned with the estimation of the probability that the empirical distribution of n independent, identically distributed random vectors is contained in a given set of distributions. Sections 1-3 are a survey of some of the literature on the subject. In section 4 the special case of multinomial distributions is considered and certain results on the precise order of magnitude of the probabilities in question are obtained.
The general problem
Let X1, X2, * * * be a sequence of independent m-dimensional random vectors with common distribution function (d.f.) F. If we want to obtain general results on the behavior of the probability that Xn) = (XI, * *, Xn) is contained in a set A* when n is large, we must impose some restrictions on the class of sets. One interesting class consists of the sets A* which are symmetric in the sense that if XW is in A*, then every permutation (Xj,, * * *, Xj1) of the n component vectors of Xn) is in A*. The restriction to symmetric sets can be motivated by the fact that under our assumption all perrrutations of Xn) have the same distribution.
Let Fn = Fn ( JX(n)) denote the empirical d.f. of Xn). The empirical distribution is invariant under permutations of X(n), and for any symmetric set A* there is at least one set A in the space 9 of m-dimensional d.f.'s such that the events X(n) e A* and Fn(. IX(n)) E A are equivalent. The latter event will be denoted by Fn e A for short. Thus when we restrict ourselves to symmetric sets, we may as well consider the probabilities P{Fn E A}, where A = An may depend on n.
(It is understood that A C 9 is such that the set {x(n)lFn(. Jx(n)) E A} is measurable.) Since Fn converges to F in a well-known sense (Glivenko-Cantelli theorem), we may say that P{Fn e An} is the probability of a large deviation of Fn from F if F is not in An and not "close" to An, implying that P{Fn e An} approaches 0 as n -> oo. For 
P{F,, G A,,} = exp {-nI(A,, F) + o(n)}. If F is discrete and takes only finitely many values, the distribution of F. may be expressed in terms of a multinomial distribution. In this case the estimate (3), with o(n) replaced by O(log n), holds under rather mild restrictions on A,, (see [5] and section 4). In [12] (where only sets A independent of n and one-dimensional distributions F are considered) Sanov P{Fn E H.} = P{,=1 *p(Xj) > nc}. If M(t) <0 forO < t < t*, and f SPdF < c < L'(t*-), where L(t) = log M(t), then, by lemma 1,
I(HC, F) = ct(c) -L(t(c)) = I*(c), say, where t(c) = t, is defined by L'(t(c)) = c.
A theorem of Cram6r [3] as sharpened by Petrov [8] can be stated as follows. Suppose that (9) 
(Usually the theorem is stated in terms of an expansion of I*(an-lI2x) in powers of n-112x.) Petrov [8] also shows that for any e > 0, equation (10) [4] .) Bahadur and Rao [1] have obtained an asymptotic expression for the probability in (10) when c is fixed. It implies that if conditions (9) are satisfied, then for c fixed, o < c < L'(t*-) (12) P { E p(Xj) > nc} X n112 exp {-nI*(c)}.
(The notation an IX' bn means that an and bn are of the same order of magnitude, that is, an/bn is bounded away from zero and infinity from some n on.)
From (11) it is seen that bn(c) X x-1 IX c-1n-12 if c > an-1/2(a > 0). Hence, the quoted results imply the following uniform estimate of the order of magnitude of the probability under consideration. Let a and j# be positive numbers such that ,B < L'(t*-). If conditions (9) are satisfied, then (13) P {_ E (Xj) > nc}>X c1w112 exp {-nI*(c)} uniformly for an-1/2 < c < d. This also follows from ( [1] , inequality (57)).
In the case c -*00, A. V. Nagaev [15] obtained, under certain restrictions on the (assumed) probability density of p(X1), an asymptotic expression for the probability in (12) , which is identical with the leading term of the expansion derived in [1] for c fixed. Lemma 1 shows that exp {-nI(H, F)} does not approximate P{Fn E H} if M(t) = oo for all t > 0. In this case, S. V. Nagaev [16] showed, under a smoothness condition on F,,(x) = P{sp(Xi) < x}, that P{Y=1Po(Xj) nc} n(l -F,(nc)) if nc increases rapidly enough (see also Linnik [14] ), whereas Petrov [9] , extending the results of Linnik [7] , obtained asymptotic expressions for this probability, of the form (10) If the infimum is attained in c1, the stated assumption is satisfied. Then we have the lower bound P{F. E A} > P{Fn e H}, which, under appropriate conditions, can be estimated explicitly, as in (10) or (12), where I*(c) = I(A, F). If A is contained in a half-space H and I(H, F) = I(A, F), we have analogous upper bounds, including P{Fn e A} < exp {-nI(A, F)}. Now suppose that the set A is contained in the uniion of a finite number k = k(n) of half-spaces Hi, i = 1, * , k. Then (using (7) The set A is the union of the half-spaces H+ = {GIG(x) -F(x) > c}, HZ = {GIF(x) -G(x) > c}, x e BRi. Sethuraman [13] has shown that the estimate (3) holds in the present case with c fixed, and for more general unions of half-spaces. 
-°°= a't' < a ) < *.. < akt) 1 < ak't = +00, reduced by using the closer bounds in (14) . An Let e denote the set of points t E Rk for which M(t) < o. Suppose that the set e0 of inner points of e is not empty. The derivatives L'i(t) = aL(t)/ati exist in O0. Let Q10 denote the set of points L'(t) = (LQ(t), * * Lk(t)), t E O0. The following lemma, in conjunction with (29), is a partial extension of lemma 1. of L'(t) = s is not unique; but the distribution G, can be shown to be the only G E A(s) for which I(G, F) = I (A(s), F) .)
LEMMA 2. If s E go, then (30) I(A(s), F) = (t(s), s) -L(t(s)) = -min [L(t) -(t, s)], where t(s) satisfies the equation L'(t(s)
It is seen from (30) and (31) that if s e i2o, then .f dpdF=a ==8 j=1
for values s E gO. Here {f SO dFn = s} is a shortcut notation for {I sodFn-sI < , e -X0, and a term which is negligible for e -+ o is suppressed. The integral on the right is the value at s of the distribution of f SO dFn when the Xi, * * *, Xn have the common distribution G, in which case s = f 5 dG8 is the expected value of f so dFn. The higher moments of this distribution are finite, and the known results on the approximation of the density of a sum of independent random vectors in the center of the distribution can be used to approximate the density (on the left in (35)) at points remote from the center. This, in turn, can be used to approximate P{If < dFn e D} at least for D C Qo. This approach has been used by Borovkov and Rogozin [2] to derive an asymptotic expansion of the probability It should be feasible to obtain an analogous expansion for the case of latticevalued random vectors. An extension of the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula to the case of a function of several variables due to R. Ranga Rao (in a Ph.D. dissertation which is unpublished at this writing; compare [10] ), would be useful here.
The order of magnitude of the probability P{f p dF. e Dn} for a fairly extensive class of sets Dn can be determined in a rather simple way, as is shown in section 4 for the multinomial case. Richter [11] The preceding discussion has an interesting statistical interpretation. Lemma 2 shows that if s e QO, then the infimum I(A (s), F) is attained in the "exponential" subclass of 9 which consists of the distributions G defined by (32). Suppose that F = Fe is a member of the class {Fo, 6 G e}, dFe = fe dv, where (39) fo(x) = exp {(f, (p(x)) -L(0% v is a sigma-finite measure on the m-dimensional Borel sets, <p a fuinetioin from Rm to Rk, and e is the set of points 0 E Rk for which exp L(O) = f exp (0, sp) dv is finite. (If the null vector 0 is in (, which could be assumed with no loss of generality, then dv = dFo.) Let fe n = fe,,(x(n)) be the density of X(n), so that (40)
Here f p dFn is a sufficient statistic and it is natural to restrict attention to sets A of the form (28). We have f <o dFo = L' (6) for 0 e e0, and A maximum likelihood estimator of 0 is a function fn from Rmn into G such that in(X(n)) maximizes f6,n(x(n)). Pn(Z(n)lp) = Pn(Z(n)jz(n)) exp {-nI(z(n), p)} which corresponds to equations (35) and (43).
For any set A C Q, let I(A, p) = inf {I(x, p)lx e A} and let AW denote the set of points z(n) c A. In [5] it is shown that (48) 
